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[00:00]  

Dr Wendy Were: This podcast was produced on the lands of the Gadigal people of the Eora Nation and the 

Burramattagal people of the Dharug nation. We acknowledge Australia’s First peoples as the traditional 

custodians of the lands and waterways. We pay respects to Elders past and present as the original 

storytellers and city shapers, and acknowledge that sovereignty of these lands has never been ceded. 

 

Prof Peter Newman: We need to repair the atmosphere, repair rivers, repair biodiversity, repair 

communities, and repair our basic relationships with the indigenous people of this country. 

Lauren Sorkin: Here in Asia and the Pacific it's about 18% of people that are food insecure. And at the same 

time, we've got 2.8 billion tons of organic waste. 

Davina Rooney: To be frank, when we talk about circular economy, it's actually redesigning our economy. 

And so that means quite a lot of change. 

Dr Wendy Were: Welcome back to Greater Cities, a podcast about the future of cities. My name is Dr. 

Wendy Were, and I am your host. This is the second of two episodes about how we are tackling the biggest 

issue of our time, climate change. In episode three we looked at reducing emissions through energy 

production and changes to building and transport, and how in Australia we can learn from the wisdom of 

First Nations peoples to create more sustainable urban environments. 

In this episode, we'll look at the resilience needed by all cities to face the challenges from extreme weather 

events and rising sea levels. We will also look at carbon capture and storage. We'll explore collaboration, 

circular economies, and how we're going to fund the transition. 

[01:49] 

Right now, excess carbon in the atmosphere is changing the climate. Communities and cities and entire 

nations are vulnerable and at risk and we need to prepare and respond immediately. Here's Lex Brans, Head 

of Housing and Special Projects in Greater Amsterdam. 

Lex Brans: The locks to the North Sea in Rotterdam and Amsterdam closed in 2010, only 10 times in a year. 

Now it closes 20% of the time, and in 2050 it will be closed for all time. And then one of our big harbours, 

Rotterdam, is behind a lock and it's the biggest harbour of Europe. And how do we solve it, to build below 

sea level when the sea level is rising and should be 80 centimetres; now it's already postponed to be two 

meters, 1.2, two meters, maybe three meters, which is huge for a country like us. Maybe we need to build a 

dyke in the North Sea, for example, or we have floating roads. Everything is open for discussion.  

So we are very aware that you have to work together on solving this problem as well. And that means we 

have to take measures against heat stress, the rise of the water levels, and so on. So the quality of life can be 

found in the cities around Amsterdam. Only transport is then the main issue we have to solve.  

Our technicians say we can solve this problem. We can solve it, but it will be a lot of emotions coming in. It's 

really a big problem with huge investments as well, that starts also opposite the discussion about the role of 
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developers. The model of a return on the money we need for the country for our delta is on the wrong place 

and we have to reallocate money to solve this problem. 

Dr Wendy Were: And across the Atlantic in New York, superstorms are becoming more frequent and more 

destructive. Here's Carolyn Grossman Meagher, Director of Economic Development and Regional Planning at 

the New York City Department of City Planning.  

Carolyn Grossman Meagher: We had superstorm effects from Hurricane Ida that resulted in very significant 

flooding challenges within the city that really compounded the effects that we were already seeing from the 

pandemic. 

We know that crises compound, and they often compound on the most vulnerable populations in the city, so 

when you have populations, for instance, that are overcrowding into units and those units also happen to be 

basement level or in flood zones, these things continue to affect one another. So climate change is really the 

lens and resiliency a fundamental backdrop to how all of these patterns continue to be shaped, going into 

the next decades. 

Dr Wendy Were: Lauren Sorkin, Executive Director of the Global Resilient Cities Network, shares global 

perspectives on the challenges with water. 

Lauren Sorkin: There's a huge thirst in our city, with little water, with rising temperatures. The science is 

showing us that for every degree that the planet warms – and it's warmed about 1.2 degrees compared to 

pre-industrial levels – and that means it can actually accommodate about 7% more water in the atmosphere. 

That's a lot. And so what we're seeing is that we are running short of water because reservoirs are getting 

dried up. Natural lakes and streams don't have as much water in as they would usually during hot seasons. 

And then when it does rain, because there's so much water stored in the atmosphere, the rain that comes 

down is torrential and there's nowhere for it to go. 

So I think the way that cities are managing this ‘too much, too little’ issue and managing it better, so that 

we're not in a feast or famine kind of position, is really critical. And we're doing this with the Network. We’re 

working a lot with our member cities on this issue with game-changing initiatives for water.  

Dr Wendy Were: Here in Australia, on the mainland we are already experiencing the impacts of climate 

change with a surge in disasters like floods and bushfires, droughts and storms triggered by extreme weather 

events.  

For low lying islands, especially off our northern coast, the situation is even more dire. The impacts of severe 

flooding and land degradation are so great that a recent landmark decision by the UN Human Rights 

Committee found that the Australian Government has failed to adequately protect Torres Strait Islanders 

and violated their right to enjoy their culture and lives by failing to take adequate action to cut emissions or 

pursue proper adaptation measures. 

[06:28] 

There are also good news stories of disaster preparedness from cities around the world that have been 

readying for extreme weather for many years.  

Dr Tim Moonen: We're seeing different groups of cities really start to take steps forward to become resilient 

to quite major threats in different sorts of ways. So in European cities, you've got the likes of Paris, Milan, 

Barcelona, where the art of resilience is about embedding green infrastructure into the networks of the 

urban transport, the buildings, the parks, the gardens, to reduce the risks that they're seeing nearly every 

year of extreme rain and extreme temperatures. 
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In Dubai and other cities in the Gulf, you can see that there's been some perseverance and now some 

success at mobilising the big developers and the utilities to better manage the risks around stormwater, 

around water storage, around how energy is being managed. But I'd say it's really in Asia where you see the 

kind of long term infrastructure investment that has turned environmental leadership into something of a 

competitive advantage. 

Dr Wendy Were: Tokyo sits on a flood plain. Over decades, a system of tunnels and towering chambers have 

been built to protect the Japanese city from flooding. Hiroo Ichikawa, CEO of Maori Memorial Foundation, 

explains. 

Hiroo Ichikawa: From the viewpoint of Tokyo’s management, Tokyo’s preparation is quite perfect in our 

country. And as you know we have quite a big tunnel around the Tokyo area. Once we have a heavy rain, this 

big tunnel just accepts that. It's working quite well. As we understand the last 10 years or 20 years, we don't 

have any serious flood in Tokyo area. But it's different in the remote areas, it's quite weak. 

And furthermore, heat is quite serious in in Tokyo. Of course, yes. But most Japanese houses have air-

conditioning. It is different than Europe. So this is quite safe for people now. So because of the history of 

many disasters, our country has been preparing about such kind of topics. 

Dr Wendy Were: Another city that has been working on resilience issues over the long term is Singapore. 

The Global Resilient Cities Network moved their business headquarters to Singapore because of Singapore's 

commitment to urban resilience. The executive director, Lauren Sorkin explains. 

Lauren Sorkin: What Singapore is doing now is actually built on its really steady, continuous approach to 

improving in key issue areas that are really existential threats. So Singapore is one of the most fantastic 

laboratories for urban resilience, right? – for urban innovation on the planet.  

Being data driven and holistic and long term is really the magic. How Singapore has achieved what almost no 

other city has in terms of water resilience, going from extraordinarily reliant on Malaysia to nearly water 

independent, with affordable housing, with racial harmony. But I think this is something that didn’t happen 

even in a decade; it has happened over the last 57 years of continual improvement. Most recently, I think 

Singapore's green plan looks a more holistic approach than before to dealing with the city state’s 

sustainability and resilience issues. And I think that the 30 by 30 food production goal is a good example of 

the next kind of big horizon goal that Singapore is taking on. 

Now I think this is the other thing that’s exciting about Singapore, is the work Singapore is done on 

infrastructure resilience and how you embed your future demographics and climate issues into the urban 

form, into your housing, into your built environment, these are things that are now really exportable in a 

region and this is a region that is ready to work on these issues. And I think this is a big opportunity. That’s 

the moment where the knowledge sharing from Singapore is critical. It's really critical. 

[10:27]  

Dr Wendy Were: As we've heard, net zero is about balancing carbon emissions with carbon capture. In the 

last episode, we discussed innovation with emissions. Now we will take a look at carbon capture and storage. 

Øyvind Såtvedt shares the innovative steps being taken in Oslo. 

Øyvind Såtvedt: We know that a lot of waste is being burned – that is used for energy – but it also means 

that we have emission problem related to our base management system. So we are trying to set up a carbon 

capture, storage and usage system. For that, we have big electricity companies working with that together 

with the city and several other partners. 
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We're also working with the national government, connected to the Longship Project, which aims to actually 

put carbon into the old oil wells out in the North Sea. So pumping carbon back into now empty oil wells. And 

part of the carbon being captured in Oslo is to be transported into the North Sea bed, actually. That's the 

plan. But this is a really innovative step. If we are to succeed, that's really a very big thing, but they're also 

major obstacles, both in terms of technology, in terms of funding and other things.  

[11:48] 

Dr Wendy Were: Our planet has the best carbon capture and storage system available. But to enable it to do 

this most effectively, we must repair the significant damage humans have inflicted on the natural world. 

Professor Peter Newman, environmental scientist, author and Professor of Sustainability at Curtin University, 

and Davina Rooney, CEO of the Green Building Council of Australia, share their thoughts. 

Prof Peter Newman: We need to start repairing every aspect of what our cities in the past exploited and 

ruined. We need to repair the atmosphere, repair rivers, repair biodiversity, repair communities, and repair 

our basic relationships with the indigenous people of this country  

Davina Rooney: When we look at regenerative systems, the thing about nature based offsets is we need to 

invest in the lungs of the earth. There's been so much taken away over the last decades that we are actually 

going to be needing in investing in nature based solutions, both onsite and offsets, because at the stage of 

the crisis that we're at, both climate and biodiversity, there's an enormous amount of restoration that needs 

to be done and investment in regenerative systems. 

Prof Peter Newman: We have to go beyond a hundred percent removed fossil fuels by 2050. We have to go 

into an era of getting more and more CO2 out of the atmosphere. So net positive, more and more 

renewables, but also more and more land processes involving agriculture, forestry, and carbon sequestering 

of all kinds that drags the CO2 out of the atmosphere and locks it away for hundreds of years. That is the 

process of regenerating the atmosphere that we have to be part of in our cities. And that is the agenda after 

2050, if you like. And we'll be leading up to that from the 2030s and 40s on. 

Right now we've got to turn over that curve and come racing down towards the zero mark. That's a big 

enough agenda for us at this stage. But the regenerative agenda can be part of any new development. 

We are working with developers in Perth who want to do regenerative development. They can do net zero, 

but they can actually become positive. They can be already creating more renewables than they consume. 

They want also to add nature positive outcomes. So they are regenerating the biodiversity of the area, not 

making it worse, or just reducing the impact; repairing it.  

Dr Wendy Were: With new ideas comes new language, like ‘carbon offsets’. An offset is the act of balancing 

a carbon emitting action with a carbon capturing action. ‘Blue carbon’ is another new concept. It refers to 

the capture and storage of carbon through coastal wetlands and marine ecosystems, which can capture and 

store huge amounts of carbon when healthy, and conversely emit huge amounts when damaged or 

destroyed.  

Here's our Environment Commissioner, Meg McDonald talking about some of the interesting ways offsets 

can be used and the different types of offsets. 

Meg McDonald: While we're working on new technology opportunities for reducing those emissions, we can 

be using our offsets as a way to achieve net zero earlier. Most of the focus is on offsets from the natural 

world and natural systems such as tree planting, building a greater tree canopy, but also from the areas of 

blue carbon for instance, there are lots of technologies being worked on now as a way of thinking about how 
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we can use our resilience of our coastlines to improve the adaptability of those coastlines while building out 

blue carbon. 

But there's some real opportunities to actually channel our offset efforts to fund locally focused projects, 

such as renovating and improving existing assets to maximise energy efficiency and build out local renewable 

energy. 

There are some really good examples of this being developed in the UK at local precinct level through the 

Greater London Authority. They something called the Future Neighbourhoods 2030 program.  

Dr Wendy Were: The Future Neighbourhoods 2030 program is providing funding to the most disadvantaged 

and climate vulnerable areas in London to develop and implement visionary environmental projects by 2030.  

Meg McDonald: Here in Australia, we had the basis of this sort of action with the Australian Energy 

Foundation and the Yarra Energy Foundation in Melbourne. There's a win-win opportunity and what is 

important about them is that they generate multi-value offsets that genuinely hit a lot of our ESG targets 

because of the positive social impact that they have, as well as the carbon reduction effort that they have, 

and the genuinely improve the operation and the way of life in our cities. 

[17:12]  

Dr Wendy Were: The actions we can take to capture and store carbon are also ones that enrich our lives in 

other ways, making our cities more comfortable and connected to our natural environment. 

We're now going to turn to an idea that has a long and deep history with First Nations peoples ways of living 

on Country. 

Craig Kerslake: We talk about circular economies. We talk about, how can we make sure cities and 

townships have this connection to the natural world? Well, we have to design it in the first place, and that is 

something that continues.  

I don't think it stops at biophilia. That's really just a starting point. It's actually about the relationship, more 

than a bit of green stuck on a building. Old thinking is more about yields and a mercantile answer for cities, 

rather than about relationships. So the sooner we get back to that, I think that it will be much easier for us to 

build more sustainable cities. 

Meg McDonald: Caring for Country and integrating First Nations perspectives, but it's the essence of the 

circular economy, understanding the interconnectedness of everything and building cycles of continual 

regeneration that's actually long been found in First Nations and other indigenous cultures around the 

world. 

So for us thinking about planning in the Six Cities Region, respecting and combining the contemporary idea 

of a circular economy with these practices preserved by indigenous people through generations could offer 

us some real pathways to ensure that the caring for Country continues and we can continue to enjoy this 

beautiful land for generations to come. 

Dr Wendy Were: The circular economy is an approach to resources that has profound implications. On a 

very basic level, it is encapsulated in the four concepts of reduce, reuse, recycle, and regenerate. Here's 

Davina Rooney and Meg McDonald talking about its importance.  

Davina Rooney: So when we talk about circular economy, I think it's really acknowledging some of the great 

work that the Ellen MacArthur Foundation's done to really promote the concepts of circular economy. And 

when they look at this, they really break it into three very distinct elements. Designing out waste and 

pollution. Keeping products in use and upcycled as long as possible, keeping them in the cycle, not the very 
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linear cycle of a disposable one-use item that then makes its way to landfill; a far more circular. And then 

regenerating natural systems. 

Meg McDonald: A circular economy is one that really manages resources well and where products and 

materials are recycled and reused in an effective cycle. It's more important not only because it reduces 

emissions, but it also makes sound economic sense because it teaches us how to use our resources more 

wisely and more productively. 

Dr Wendy Were: This idea of a circular economy is a major transformation in how we view and use the 

Earth's resources. It's going to take time and commitment to embed this framework. 

Davina Rooney: To be frank, when we talk about circular economy, it's actually redesigning our economy. 

And so that means quite a lot of change. I would actually say the European cities are a long way ahead of us 

in this space, but within Australia, we have a lot of challenges even within the recycled and waste reduction 

space. This is a fabulous new opportunity, but we really need to consider how that might unpack.  

And we're starting to see fabulous projects, like Lendlease’s Yarrabilba, pull together circular strategies and 

they're currently growing crops that they're going to use for biodiesel on their site. These really different 

ways of looking at things. I'm really excited when I see exemplar partnerships with Mirvac and Boral working 

together when they're doing demolition on a site, then reprocessing it as they're actually doing extensions of 

a site. But I think these are micro-examples of what we will see in the future. The thing that gives me a lot of 

heart and a lot of hope is that with the improvements of technology, we're actually starting to see huge scale 

changes.  

When I speak to some of our partners in Europe, they're talking about in the built environment, looking to 

have facade as a service where you rent your facade, or some gorgeous examples where if it's a temporary 

building that's phase of construction, absolutely designed for disassembly to go to the next temporary stage. 

It's a real shift in thinking. We're seeing some of these fabulous ideas coming up in leading built form, there's 

a huge opportunity to take this to scale.  

Meg McDonald: One of the things that we are focusing on as we approach this regional plan is to see how 

we can build circular economy into the way in which we frame our cities. We want to see at least one 

circular economy hub in each of the six cities with infrastructure that allows for upcycling and that facilitates 

the use of food and organic waste to generate renewable energy, for example, as a way of offsetting those 

emissions. 

Dr Wendy Were: As Meg mentioned, a major issue for cities and societies that we can solve with the circular 

mindset is food waste. Here's Lauren Sorkin again, sharing insights on food insecurity and the role of 

circularity.   

Lauren Sorkin: Globally we've got 150 million urban residents who are food insecure. Here in Asia and the 

Pacific it's about 18% of people that are food insecure. And at the same time, we've got 2.8 billion tons of 

organic waste, most of its food in cities, right? So we need to close this gap. There's a lot we can do on 

circular practices – organic waste, to sorting of food redistributions, shortening supply chains – and these are 

things that have a lot of benefits for cities and for the global sustainability agenda. These will create jobs. 

They'll create more food security. They'll create higher nutritious food and food availability in cities. 

[23:45]  

Dr Wendy Were: We've heard a lot of inspiring ideas on how to progress what can seem like an 

overwhelming, albeit exciting transformation. Importantly, how can we transition the economy to this new 

way of thinking?  
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Here are some ideas and examples from thought leaders Lauren Sorkin, Stuart Patrick, Greg Clark, and 

Margo Delafoulhouze.  

Lauren Sorkin: How do you mobilise finance? We've been working with our cities on something called 

Resilient Community Impact Funds, and these really incentivise innovation. These small funds are really 

game changing. These are the kinds of funds that I think cities are going to use to initiate practices that they 

can really scale. These are things that they're going to want to exchange on.  

Stuart Patrick: Glasgow was fairly quick into the green investment program was delivered at pace largely 

because COP26 was coming to town. So the real pressure of the world's eyes on COP26 being negotiated in 

the city has a concentrated minds. 

It helps, I think, also to have some key corporates in the city, like Scottish Power and Royal Bank of Scotland 

that have really committed to the delivery of net zero targets. That they also therefore influence the wider 

corporate environment, which in turn has an impact on supply chains. I have to say. 

Greg Clark: The speed at which we need to decarbonise our cities is greater than the financial resources that 

the public sector has available. So it's very clear that the private sector is going to be a key part of this, and in 

different parts of the world the combination of public and private will work in different ways.  

I believe accelerating investment now in order to capture environmental benefits in things like human 

health, air quality, resilience to environmental shocks, and what we're going to get very good at is building 

financial models that recognise what we might call the positive externalities or the co-benefits that come 

from this transition.  

And those financial models will then increasingly create this blended finance suite. So green mortgages for 

owner-occupiers, green bonds for public housing, and you can work your way through nearly every domain 

that's required to decarbonise the city. 

And this is painstaking work. But it's no doubt that the appetite is there and the capital's there. 

Margo Delafoulhouze: What's important to think about in terms of policy mechanism is that there is a 

choreography to orchestrate between increasing standards, which should help normalising electrification, 

making it the norm for everyone and not just the privilege of those who can afford it. And when you 

normalise things generally, the cost’s also levelised. And so there's a choreography between that, standards, 

but also financial incentives and support, particularly for those who can't afford. Just to clarify, whether 

that's through subsidies or low interest loans to help those more vulnerable households to upgrade. There's 

also creative finance mechanisms that can be implemented for more middle-class households that also can 

be supported. 

Dr Wendy Were: And as we've seen consistently, there is an upside to all the upheaval. New industries, jobs, 

and a changed economy including in the smaller and medium sized cities. Here's Anri Håvard Hebib from the 

Bergen Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 

Anri Håvard Hebib: The green transition has been so important for business in the region. For years now we 

have been trying to influence our members to work on sustainability because approximately 10% of our 

working force in the region works within oil and gas. We need to think, where will those people work in the 

future?  So we are actually taking the green shift in the highest gear now. We see projects within hydrogen 

production. We see ocean wind. We see fuel cells, batteries, carbon capture storage. There are new 

industries that have developed mostly out of the more traditional ones that we had from the oil and gas 

industry. Another very important project that we have done now in the council is something called Green 

Region West Coast, where we have identified over 20 clusters around the region which has a huge potential 

to make world leading products and technology that can actually cut climate emissions in the world. 
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Dr Wendy Were: And here's Meg McDonald. 

Meg McDonald: We tend to think city by city rather than thinking about ourselves as a very big co-

dependent economic system. And the important change in a low-carbon world is that we have the potential 

to be a net zero energy superpower and that will be happening in our region. 

Our economic future is built around export of these renewable energy products and these net zero products, 

whether it's net zero steel, hydrogen, and other services that the world will be demanding as we move to a 

net zero or even a climate positive world. 

[29:16]  

Dr Wendy Were: The task of reaching net zero, reducing emissions in buildings and transportation, 

regeneration and circularity is far greater than any one company, than any one city. Collaboration, 

cooperation and knowledge sharing is required. Here’s Øyvind Såtvedt and Margo Delafoulhouze. 

Øyvind Såtvedt: Other things that we're doing in the Oslo Region Alliance, is we're trying to stimulate cross 

learning. Of course, Oslo in itself is an innovator and is in the forefront among municipalities in Norway when 

it comes to working with green solutions, but many of those solutions can also be adapted by smaller cities.  

Later this year, we will sign a declaration. The mayors of this region will sign the declaration to set high 

ambitions for their climate policy and environmental work. And as a follow up of that, we'll also work with 

cross-learning, joint projects and we'll also work internationally. We're cooperating quite closely with C40, 

the organisation for the 40 largest cities in the world where Oslo and several other cities are also invited join 

in. Through that network, we'll also be sharing knowledge and trying to introduce new solutions to the Oslo 

region, to lift the whole region and not only the city of Oslo itself. 

Margo Delafoulhouze: What's important to have in mind though is that a local council generally can only act 

on 1% of the emissions in inner cities. So, you know, they have direct control maybe over the emissions of 

the council buildings or council vehicles, but they can't tackle the whole of the emissions at what we call 

their community emissions, which generally our 90% of the emissions of a given city.  

When we say that, it really makes it obvious that it's really important that firstly councils work together and 

also that they work together with other levels of governments, but also communities and businesses and so 

on, so that together they can tackle the broader scope of emissions. 

Dr Wendy Were: Our young people have a vested interest in this. Margo also raises the importance of young 

voices. 

Margo Delafoulhouze: I think good examples that we've seen in cities around the world are things such as 

citizen assemblies where you could have a youth assembly where people come in, they get information from 

experts, from civil society on a given issue, and they're sort of facilitated through to processing that 

information and putting into suggested solutions to inform city planning, for example, or some policy 

matters. Creating those space for participatory democracy and have some very specific spaces for the youth 

to make their voices heard is really important.  

And then in urban planning, you know, you often have consultation. What we've seen again is that when you 

have consultation focused on youth and ask them through play or different mechanisms to design the city 

that they want to live in, quite often they come with really sustainable ideas, simple ideas but they really 

have a great sense of what's desirable and healthy and fun to live in.  

[32:46] 
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Dr Wendy Were: Listening to the experiences of cities around the world, a common thread is that humans 

are resourceful, innovative, and compassionate. It's these qualities that will enable us to build a future that is 

sustainable, equitable, and connected. 

In the next episode of the Greatest Cities Podcast, we're going to look at innovation and the role of cities in 

creating talent hubs.  

We hope you'll join us. 

Thanks for listening to Greater Cities, a podcast about the future of cities. You can find show notes for each 

episode and learn more about the work of the Greater Cities Commission and our vision for our city region at 

GreaterCities.au. 

And if you like this podcast, please like review and share with your colleagues, friends, and family, and 

anyone who cares about the future of cities. This podcast was produced by the Greater Cities Commission in 

partnership with The Business of Cities. We would like to thank the many experts from around the world and 

here in Australia for their contributions. 
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